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PHOENIX Corporate Overview

PHOENIX provides clients with an unparalleled level

of service, depth of knowledge and experience in all

facets of MSR and Whole Loan transactions.

Our knowledge base and expertise extends across

the industry and includes transaction solutions for

portfolio valuation, servicing oversight, quality

control, TPR due diligence, and REO disposition.
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25+ Years of 

Experience

Over 250 Clients 

Nationwide

in MSR 

Transactions

Managed

$1.8+ Trillion

Provide MSR 

valuations for

of the Top 25 banks 

and servicers

80%



Why 
PHOENIX

$
PHOENIX offers unparalleled market insight. Analytics operates side-by-side with the 

trading desk, which has traded over $1.8 Trillion of MSRs and more than $4 Billion of 

Whole Loans since 2014.

The unique PHOENIX approach is for the analyst to manage both data and valuation. 

This allows the analyst to have an in-depth understanding of a client’s portfolio and 

valuation results, positioning PHOENIX to be the premier advisor.

The PHOENIX Analytics desk has an active client base of over 250 firms, including large 

depositories, private investment funds, REITs, IMBs, community banks, and credit 

unions. In 2022, Analytics valued over $52 trillion in servicing rights, including 80% of the 

top 25 mortgage servicers comprised of over 2,400 individual market-to-markets.

PHOENIX Analytics leadership average over 10 years of MSR valuation experience. Our 

10 full-time analysts, focused on MSR and Whole Loan valuations, hold a common goal 

to ensure clients receive the most comprehensive and responsive level of service in the 

industry. PHOENIX Analytics prides itself on being a high-touch service provider.
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PHOENIX Business Lines

Trading Mortgage Services Analytics
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• Advisory

• Loan Level Due Diligence & Securitization 

Services

• Business Process Review & Fulfillment

• RFP Management

• Default Servicing/REO

• Servicing Oversight

• Surveillance

• Mortgage & Servicing QC

• Asset Management

• MSR Brokerage

• Sale Evaluation & Strategy

• Buy-side Representation

• Ongoing Transaction Support

• Whole Loan Trading 

• Principal Acquisitions

• Loan Sale Advisory

• MSR valuation

• Mark to market

• SRP analysis

• Acquisition analysis

• Economic valuation

• Accounting

• MSR asset management

• Whole Loan valuation

• Bulk Sale Tax Analysis

Asset management, servicing/loan 

QC & component services

MSR & Whole Loan analytics, 

valuations and advisory

MSR & Whole Loan auction 

and advisory services



PHOENIX Trading



PHOENIX MSR & Whole Loan Trading Services
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• Evaluating client specific market selling 

conditions

• Running preliminary market portfolio 

valuations

• Transaction cost estimates

MSR Sale Advisory Consultations Bulk MSR Brokerage

• Data scrubbing and analysis

• Formal Offering preparation

• Bid pricing, eligibility, terms and 

conditions comparison and analysis

• Contract negotiation

• Ongoing transaction support

Whole Loan Brokerage

• Data scrubbing and analysis

• Principal acquisitions

• Preparation of funding schedules and 

reconciliation

• Trading

Flow MSR Brokerage

• Data scrubbing and analysis

• Formal Offering preparation

• Pricing grid, eligibility, terms and conditions

comparison and analysis

• Contract negotiation

• Ongoing price execution support

Whole Loan Sale Advisory 

Services

• Portfolio Analysis

• Pre-sale Deal Preparation

• Marketing

• Execution & Closing

• Deal sourcing

• Contract creation

• Loan Level due diligence

• Market based valuation modeling

Buyside Representation



PHOENIX’s Transaction Management Division
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PHOENIX is the only MSR advisor to offer the following services through its Transaction Management Division (TMD):

• Quantitative and Qualitative Bid Analysis:

• Comprehensive analysis of each bid including:

• Economics of pricing and terms including transaction costs (properly analyzing and understanding each bidder’s pricing and terms

is vital to achieving best execution)

• Operational strengths and weaknesses of each potential buyer

• Purchase & Sale Agreement and LOI Support: executives averaging over 25 years of active involvement negotiating MSR agreements provide

unmatched expertise negotiating the key economic, pricing, and operational terms of an agreement and LOI

• Transaction Timeline Management: Weekly progress phone calls with buyer and seller between executed LOI date and sale date to ensure 

all milestones are achieved and the transaction funds

• Trade Settlement Support: Comprehensive support with settlement calculations and ongoing support with holdbacks

• Execution Monitoring: Execution review over time to ensure pricing stays at the top of the market



PHOENIX Sale Process Outline
PHOENIX’s Transaction Management Division (“TMD”) offers unrivaled support for our sellers. Our team of ten senior transaction managers and analysts

ensure a smooth and efficient transaction process from the initial offering through transfer to the settlement of the holdback.

Post

LOI

4 - 6 weeks

P&S negotiation, 

agency approval, due 

diligence

2 - 3 business days

Data gathering and 

organizing

Data 

Request
NDA

1 - 2 weeks
If seller chooses to 

proceed with 

confidentiality

Offering & 

Marketing 

Process

7 - 10 business days

Delivery of offering 

materials and proactive 

bidder coverage

Bid Date/ 

Bid Analysis

3 - 5 business days

Comprehensive 

analysis of price and 

terms, verified with 

bidder, and LOI 

negotiation

Post 

PSA

Ongoing

Sale and transfer 

payment reconciliation, 

transfer and holdback 

support

NDA is required more often for large bulk transactions but can be utilized for co-issue transactions as well 8



PHOENIX Whole Loan Trading Services

PHOENIX can efficiently close

any transaction and provide our clients

with needed liquidity regardless of the 

transaction terms or loan characteristics.

In addition to extensive market coverage 

of outside trading partners, 

PHOENIX also exclusively represents buy 

side funds which affords greater flexibility

to purchase a wide variety of asset classes.

Principal buyer services

PHOENIX is a principal purchaser of residential mortgage
loans. PHOENIX will purchase one loan or a total portfolio,
whichever strategy serves the client’s needs.

Trading services

PHOENIX’s active trading desk provides clients with a single point of 
contact for transactions with multiple exit strategies. This maximizes 
execution, reduces client resource allocation, and increases 
transaction success by leveraging our skilled due diligence,
transaction support, and contract finance team to manage often
complex multi-trade and closing formats.

Buyer services

The PHOENIX team has assisted our clients with thousands of 
transactions totaling billions of dollars annually. This direct
experience allows the PHOENIX team to properly match buyers and
sellers together for the trade that optimizes outcomes for all parties.
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The PHOENIX Loan Sale Advisory platform is a carefully assembled suite of services that ensures the highest probability of a successful

trade which meets & exceeds the client’s expectations. Our Whole Loan team has decades of experience as both a buyer and seller of loans.

This perspective provides market intelligence that cannot be replicated through providing brokerage services alone.

PHOENIX Loan Sale Advisory Services

• Provide detailed portfolio analysis, 

stratification reports and market 

pricing expectations

• Discuss client expectations, 

requirements and evaluate 

additional information as needed

• Define market pricing estimates, 

established current market 

conditions and recommend offering 

strategies

Portfol io 
Analys is

P re - sa le Deal  
Preparat ion

Ma rket i ng
E x e c u t i o n & 
C l o s i n g

• Re-underwrite loan files in order to 

create accurate and up to date 

dataset, as well as obtain updated

property valuations, title reports, 

and credit reports

• This perfected dataset means that 

buyers will bid with high confidence 

and have little opportunity to adjust 

their bid

• Finalize sale structure and offering 

materials

• Administer broad marketing efforts 

to ensure visibility to all potential 

buyers while simultaneously 

pursuing distinct investors known to 

target the specific asset class

• Create, maintain, and monitor 

secure data and due diligence room 

for potential buyers

• Customize and negotiate 

Confidentiality Agreements and 

Purchase & Sale Agreements to 

maximize price and minimize risk

• Continuous market intelligence 

gathering in tandem with bid success 

probability discussions

• Provide quantitative and qualitative bid

analysis to ensure best execution while

simultaneously mitigating counterparty

and ongoing risk

• Manage buyer’s due diligence

exception reporting

• Handle closing logistics including 

creating funding schedule and ensure 

agreements are finalized and executed

1 2 3 4
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PHOENIX

Mortgage Services



PHOENIX Mortgage Services

• TPR Flow/Bulk Loan Reviews

• Bulk MSR Loan Reviews

• Whole Loan Reviews

• Securitization Services

• Jumbo, Non-QM, HELOC's, DSCR,

Fix & Flip

Due Diligence 

& TPR Loan Reviews REO Asset Management

• End-to-end REO disposition

• Asset recovery services

• Property tax & HOA services

• Title and closing resolution

Origination & 

Servicing Compliance

• Servicing quality control

• Origination quality control

• Compliance testing

• Loss analysis

• Claim review

Advisory Services

• Credit risk oversight

• Portfolio performance management

• Business process outsourcing

• Servicing oversight

• Annual onsite operational assessment

• Mortgage data analytics

• Verification Agent
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Rating Agency Approvals
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Quality Control Overview

PHOENIX has worked closely with mortgage lenders, servicers, and regulators to develop best-in-class Origination and

Servicing Quality Control and Oversight programs focused on compliance and performance management.

Servicing 
Testing

Reporting, 

Rebuttal

And Trending

Data 
Surveillance 

and QC 
Sampling

The PHOENIX Mortgage Services QC division was developed to address industry challenges 

of timely and effectively managing sub-servicing activities and adherence to regulatory 

oversight requirements. The company’s QC offering provides solutions to all interested 

parties involved with servicing, managing a sub-servicer and lending.

• Onsite Operational Reviews

• Loan Sampling

• Servicing QC Testing

• Sub-servicer Rebuttal Review

• PHOENIX QC Technology

• Reporting, Trend Review and Root-Cause Analysis

14



Mortgage Advisory & Consulting

PHOENIX has developed a reputation for attention to detail and quality in all products and services offered to the mortgage industry.

Below are current projects relative to Invoice Quality Assurance and Review.

MORTGAGE CONSULTING EXPERTISE

PHOENIX has acquired top talent with experience managing 

mortgage assets at large and special servicers, lenders, private equity,

and banks. Our team is made of experts in their respective mortgage 

backgrounds and provides tailored engagements to a growing client

list.

PHOENIX utilizes data and analytics to drive efficiency, process 

improvements, risk mitigation, and error remediation. Detailed 

reporting, data trends, and root-cause analysis are performed to 

ensure our client’s goals and objectives are met.

Business Process Review and Fulfillment
PHOENIX will partner with our clients to review critical 

servicing or lending functions and provide analysis on 

operational gaps, efficiency opportunities or risks. PHOENIX 

can also assist with fulfillment of select processes.

01

RFP Management for Servicing
Selecting a sub-servicer partner can be complex and 

challenging. PHOENIX will create a “needs profile” to help

align the client’s goals and objectives with a tailored RFP

document and will fulfill the RFP process.
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Default Servicing / REO Invoice QA
PHOENIX has reviewed hundreds of thousands of default

and REO invoices for accuracy, validity, quality and

delegated authority on behalf of Fannie Mae and other

large banking institutions.

03

Claims Quality Control / Loss Analysis
PHOENIX reviews claims (Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, FHA) 

on behalf of investors, lenders and aggregators to identify

indemnification opportunities, systemic issues and to

mitigate risk.

04
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Intelligent Servicing Oversight Management

PHOENIX Obtains 

Data Through:

Servicer Systems

Monthly Servicing Data

PHOENIX Data Stack 

SST (Single Source of Truth)

Data Quality 

Rules

Servicer A 

Data

Servicer B 

Data

Servicer C 

Data

Deal

Triggers

Servicing

Logic
Exception 

Logic

Data & Script Audit Analytics & Review

Findings
Sampling

95%

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4
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Origination Quality Control Components

Timing
PHOENIX ensures that the quality control review is completed within

120 days for Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, 60 days for FHA, and 90

days for VA loans.

Selection
Conducting discretionary file selections for prefunding QC is 

appropriate; however, the post-closing QC process will include both 

random and discretionary file selections for each agency. Generally, we 

start with a 10% Random population, unless otherwise noted.

QC Components
Each agency prescribes specific requirements combined with general items such 

as: Review of SSN, AUS Findings & Conditions, Re-verification of Borrower 

Income, employment, credit history, and asset information, occupancy

verification, appraisal verification through field or desk review, review of closing

documents along with a data sanity check.

Reporting
PHOENIX’s reporting is designed to meet agency requirements and 

address any client specific views or goals. At a high-level reporting, 

identifies loan level errors, categorizes errors, trends exceptions and 

provides a net vs. gross findings view. The information allows the 

client and agencies to easily identify risks.
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Loan Reviews for the Mortgage Lifecycle

Dynamic Loan Review Software

• Pre-Funding QC

• Post Close QC

• Repurchase / Put-back 

Review

• Special Projects

• Bulk/flow purchases for 

portfolio or securitization

• EBO/MSR Financing 

Verification Agent

• EPD/FPD Root Cause

Analysis

• Non-QM, Non-Prime 

Jumbo

• NPL and Performing 

sales/securitization

• 2nd Lien and HELOC

• DSCR, SFR, Agency Inv.

• Servicing file audit by 

functional area

• Servicing Quality Control

• Invoice Audit

Skilled Mortgage Servicing Knowledge and Origination 

Expertise

Origination
Mortgage 

Servicing Rights

Whole Loan 

Secondary Market
Servicing

18



TPR Review – Loan Review Process
Title/Lien/Assignment Chain
PHOENIX confirms the owner of the 

property, interest covered, and legal 

description all match across supporting 

documentation. In addition, we verify the 

correct vestee is on the title documents and 

the title chain is accurate and complete.

19

Compliance
A direct integration with ComplianceEase

allows for effective and efficient result 

generation directly into RiseIQ. Results are 

examined and validated by expert compliance 

analysts. Compliance oversight is performed in 

accordance with a comprehensive monitoring 

plan.

Valuation
Multiple valuations are analyzed and 

reconciled by experienced analysts 

for value variance, comp bracketing, 

correct form usage and 

completeness/quality of information.

Credit
PHOENIX will review asset origination to 

determine conformity to the stated 

underwriting credit guidelines, standards, 

criteria or other requirements, including, 

as applicable, the Ability to Repay (ATR) 

and Qualified Mortgage (QM) 

requirements.

Data Integrity
Loan tapes are ingested and 

automatically compared to what is 

extracted by RiseIQ and manually 

entered by our UWs; discrepancies are 

flagged for analysis, decisioning, and 

reporting.

Sampling
Loan samples are often selected by our 

clients, otherwise, PHOENIX has 

proprietary software to assist in the 

selection of statistical, random and 

discretionary sampling with expansive 

variable toggles allowing for fully 

customizable sample sets.

Guideline Review
Investor guidelines are converted to 

business logic and integrated directly into 

our software allowing for automated 

guideline review and applies UW expertise 

to exceptions and not review of thousands 

of mortgage doc pages.



PHOENIX TPR Software Platform

Hosted and expanded scalability provided on

Accessible
Clients can access the system and review 

files. User roles are defined and restricted.

Communication
Capability and storage of status/comments, 

client and servicer interaction.

Trainable
Train trail containing 

communication, docs and findings.

Configurable
Roles, scripts, security, reporting, tasks

are all easily configured.

Security
Passes the most stringent of information 

security/SOC requirements.

Tasking
Customizable tasking to manage 

timelines and data input requirements.

A customized ecosystem centered around LauraMac’s next-generation loan review 

technology has recently launched to further scale PHOENIX’s TPR operations and 

allow for a superior user experience that eliminates spreadsheets, manual 

document transmission, and endless SFTP and curative trails. Our system provides 

clients with a new level of efficiency and transparency.

Integrated Compliance Analysis by

20



Sample Flow of Docs and Data

Loan package

delivery

Messages &

responses

Status &

Conditions

Counterparty

Doc recognition 

& indexing

Client Facing Portal

Data &

document load

Credit 

review

Valuation 

Review

Compliance 

review

Quality 

control

Loan review &

reporting

Operational success starts with proper planning lead by execution. PHOENIX will assign a dedicated project/client 

manager to spearhead implementation and ongoing delivery. We believe that frequent and ongoing communication is a 

foundational aspect of our partnership.
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• Needs Assessment

• Process Discovery with Data/Doc Vendor

• Data Mapping and Document Transfer 

Protocol

• Guideline Review

• Rules Matrix Established

• User Acceptance Testing

• Staged Roll-out

• Counterparty Feedback Loop

• Hot-fix/Enhancements

• Live Production Rollout

• Ongoing Monitoring and Execution

Task List
Possible Structure



Diligence Review Components
PHOENIX’s due diligence platform integrates all data and reporting into one system and is reviewed in whole by an experienced underwriting and 

servicing expert to provide integrated findings and results.

• Review all collateral documents to ensure the chain of ownership has been documented correctly

- Ensure proper chain of assignments and endorsements

- Confirm all collateral documents are accounted for, accurate and properly executed (Mortgage, Note, Assignment of Mortgages, Allonges or Endorsements, Title Policy)

Collateral File 

Review

Compliance & 

Fraud

Valuation

Title / Lien

Search & Review

• Loan file data is extracted and verified against a nationwide aggregation of origination laws focused on multi-jurisdictional audits covering:

- Federal Law (HOEPA, TILA, RESPA, TRID, High Cost)

- State and Local Predatory Law

- Ability to Repay and Qualified Mortgage

Performance 

Analysis

• Ensure borrower credit worthiness met program guidelines at origination

• Provide an updated clear picture of the borrower’s credit quality, along with their current willingness and ability to continue meeting the loan payment obligations
- Review and analyze pay history and collection comments

• Review Title Insurance Policy and/or Commitment review

• Identify all liens, judgments and back due/unpaid taxes to determine risk exposure

• Confirm proper lien holder of record and vested owner of record

• Identify presence of governing HOA, possible Code Violations and Open Permits

• Administrative Review to determine the current market value of the property
- AVMs, Appraisals, Desktop Reviews and Field Reviews

Underwriting

22

• Our underwriting systems and procedures remain highly flexible providing the ability to expand or refine the scope of work quickly and effectively. Our re-underwriting 

process generally consists of:

- Re-calculations (DTI, Income, DSCR, LTV/CLTV, Credit)

- Verifications (Employment, Income, Taxes, Assets)

- Findings Audit (Inconsistencies, AUS, HUD-1, Fraud, Exceptions and Compensating Factors)



PHOENIX REO Stands Out

PHOENIX has worked closely with mortgage lenders, servicers and regulators to develop a best-in-class REO asset 

disposition platform focused on flexibility, execution and customer service.

High Touch

 We are NOT box checkers

 30% less assets per asset manager

 Focus on “white glove” service for 

all clients

 Integrated Component Services

Technology & Innovation

 Access to national MLS data 

and recent sales

 Integrated with industry’s top 

third-party systems

 Sub-milestone approach to 

managing timelines

 Custom apps for expanded scope

Execution

 Tenured Asset Management 

teams

 Tried and tested 

workflows/procedures

 Top scoring vendor partner 

for all REO clients

 Privately held and managed
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PHOENIX REO Overview

1. Pursue recorded deed

2. Present the occupant(s) with a cash-

for-keys offer based on client 

approved calculator

3. Refer to client approved attorney and

assign to highest performing agent

4. Manage attorney through state 

compliant eviction procedures in 

parallel with CFK

Rehabilitation &

Preservation

1. Review and analyze listing agent BPO,

second opinion, market data, previous

performance and client requirements

2. Propose repair strategy, target buyer, 

optimal marketing strategy and list 

price

3. Work with client to design optimal 

marketing plan

1. Immediately refer to preservation partner 

for initial services and initiate any 

emergency repairs

2. Obtain, compare and reconcile two or

more repair bids

3. Identify necessary repairs and select the

best bid, create a plan to rehabilitate the

propertyC
O

R
E

T
A

S
K

S
F
E

A
T

U
R

E
S

• Industry-leading CFK success rate 

utilizing a proprietary NPV and 

previous success calculator

• Consistently outperform our 

competitors in deed retrieval and days 

in eviction

• Individually crafted marketing plan to 

each property, PHOENIX does not use a 

conveyor belt approach

• PHOENIX thinks outside of the box in 

utilization of marketing tactics, 

alternative disposition and repair 

strategies

• Proprietary bid review process that
ensures competitive pricing and “apples to 

apples” comparison

• On-going oversight of repairs and 

disbursements to contractors to ensure 

timeliness and quality of work

1 2

Asset Recovery Pre-Marketing

3
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PHOENIX REO Overview Continued

Title, Tax and HOA
Marketing and 

Negotiation

1. Immediately upon referral Phoenix will 

make contact with title company, 

identify Tax authority and contact

HOA

2. Taxes validated/paid, HOA fees are 

negotiated, paid and maintained

3. Phoenix stays in constant contact with 

title/close to ensure clear title/timely 

closing

Closing and Post-
Closing

1. Work with local expert to market 

properties to target buyers

2. Utilize appropriate marketing 

techniques tailored to each property 

(open house, media, virtual tour, etc.)

3. Constantly evaluate data and feedback 

from potential buyers to adjust as-

needed

1. HUD reviewed for accuracy and approved

2. High touch approach to closings to

ensure best-in-class success rates

3. Quick funding to client

4. Post-close reviews internally and with

client to identify days lost or room for

improvement

C
O

R
E

T
A

S
K

S
F
E

A
T

U
R

E
S

• HOA negotiations save an average of 

35%

• Tax reconciliation ensures all applicable 

authorities are taken care of

• Proactive approach results in more 

timely closings than our competitors

• Potential secret shopper process to 

validate marketing plan is followed

• Proactive approach to out-of-cycle 

adjustments

• Negotiate all offers to ensure the 

maximum price is reached

• White glove approach for closings results

in stand-out numbers for closing success

against our competitors

• Post-close reviews ensure constant

improvement and client alignment

54 6
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Loss Analysis High Level Process

Our process is designed to evaluate the claim, key servicing milestones and invoices to align with investor allowed expenses. 

This process is currently being converted to a software that will allow for automation and efficiency gain.
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• Client provides claim 

submissions, payment 

advices, and critical data 

for software ingestion

• Loss Analysis Team 

stratifies loans by 

agency for review and 

defines operational 

attack plan

• Phoenix team reviews 

and captures key data 

points from the claim, 

EOB, or payment advice

• System does a 

comparison against 

data provided and 

discrepancies are 

capture (if available)

• A timeline analysis is 

conducted that includes 

a review of key timeline 

tasks and examination of 

supporting docs and 

backup as validation

• Loan-level expense review 

identifies compliance with 

regulatory guidelines and 

curtailment timeframes, 

including the availability of 

required supporting 

documentation

• All fees and advances are 

reviewed, not just the 

claimable components.

• Loss reports includes 

controllable or 

uncontrollable 

designation with the 

responsible parties 

identified and any specific 

reasoning documented 

• Strategies are 

recommended to improve 

processes and increase 

efficiencies

Loss Analysis Process

Assignment
Claim/EOB/PA 

Review & Capture

Timeline

Review 
(if applicable)

Advance/Fee 

Review 

Results Reporting & 

Remediation Feedback



Credit Risk Oversight

Verification Agent

 Reconciliation of accounts and cash 

activity for advance facilities

 Review of loan servicing activity for

EBO or whole loan facilities

 TPR diligence for SFR/DSCR 

facilities, review of loan guideline 

eligibility for loans brought on to 

the line

 Valuation and disposition agent as 

part of MSR facilities

Portfolio Management

 Transaction support for loan 

aggregators

 Mortgage loan servicing

surveillance tracking key

performance metrics

 Staff fulfillment for critical

mortgage support roles

 Customized business process 

outsource for mortgage lenders, 

servicers and GSEs

&
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Reporting Examples

01
Automated reporting 
developed specifically for 
rating agency grades is 
configured within the 
system and exported with 
ease.

Rating Agency

02
Exception reporting is 
detailed and configured to 
optimize counterparty 
review and analysis of 
findings.

Exception Detail

03
Automated data integrity 
and discrepancy reporting 
is generated to quickly 
address reconciliation 
issues between loan tape 
data and information 
extracted from loan files.

Data Integrity

An analysis of all information 
received and produced 
through PHOENIX fulfilled
work. Summarization and
trends of findings or other
key activity based on client
portfolios is reviewed and
reported on.

04

Summary & Trend

Standardized review 
output required for 
securitizations is 
generated automatically 
with the click of a button.

05

28

Securitization



PHOENIX Analytics



PHOENIX Analytic Services

MSR Fair Value

• MSR fair value

• Interest rate sensitivities

• Cash flow reporting

• Mark to market/fair value 

• Portfolio risk stratification

• Cash flow reporting

MSR Economic Value

Valuation incorporating actual 

servicing economics/intrinsic 

cash flows

Acquisition analysis

• Supportive analytics for 

targeted acquisitions

• Market or economic 

scenario analyses

Accounting

Complete outsourcing of MSR 

accounting function

(LOCOM or Fair Value)

Whole Loan Valuations

Secondary Marketing

• Loan level SRP grids

• Market or economic best-

execution

30



MSR Valuation Process

2

3

4

1 • The PHOENIX Analytics desk thoroughly scrubs data for inconsistencies and/or 

inaccuracies and creates portfolio data stratifications

• Analyst is aware of the unique portfolio characteristics before starting the 

valuation process, placing special consideration into each of these factors 

when assessing value

• Ensuring key valuation items related to the data are not lost 

between the “tape cracker” and the MSR analyst

After completion of the analysis a robust formal valuation 

package is created that can be provided to auditors, 

regulators, etc. PHOENIX offers a unique feature for MSR 

valuation clients. We call it MSRv, and the “v” is for 

“visualization”. It’s a graphical representation of your MSR 

portfolio value and its critical drivers, with trends over time 

for context. It is designed for senior stakeholders (CEO, CFO, 

Head of Capital Markets, others) to access and use on their 

mobile phones as they digest their MSR valuations and make 

strategic decisions.

Deliverable

Data scrub

Valuation results

PHOENIX provides client with a fully 

customizable suite of valuation reports:

1. Aggregated/loan level pricing

2. Detailed monthly cash flows

3. Interest rate sensitivity shocks

Adverse scenarios are also part of standard reporting package 

(shocking yield, cost to service, delinquencies and CPR)

• The reconciled and scrubbed portfolio is then loaded into our 

discounted cash flow model

• PHOENIX applies valuation assumptions consistent with industry 

best practice and current market conditions

• The analytics desk also leverages its synergies with the trading desk 

to carefully hone and calibrate its modeling approach to align with 

recently executed transactions

Portfolio model
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Governance and Documentation

• All assumptions used in the MSR valuation process are approved by an executive-level committee and the sources for all 

assumptions are documented

• Assumptions are reviewed periodically to ensure that they remain consistent with the market

• Justification for assumption changes are documented by the Analytics Manager and presented for committee approval

• Changes in market interest rates do not require daily approval but the sources of these rates are documented. This is particularly 

important in the establishment of “par” interest rates, which are a key driver of the prepayment speed assumptions and resulting valuation

• A change to the source for any market rate is approved by an executive committee

• Valuation results are thoroughly reviewed by senior and/or executive management prior to distribution

• PHOENIX received it’s SOC (Type 1 vs 2) certification and continues to obtain and hold certifications on an annual basis

• Our SOC certifications both cover IT compliance and governance, and our Analytics driven services
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Sample MSR Valuation Reports

Rate shocks

Dynamic rate sensitivity reports (in customizable 

shock increments) provide a view of potential 

portfolio value shifts with changes in primary 

mortgage rates.

Cash flows

Detailed annual and/or monthly cash flow reports provide a

granular view of the projected revenue and expense streams

over the life of the MSR asset.

Pricing reports

Customizable to accommodate virtually any client reporting needs 

and provide full transparency into key modeling assumptions (Yield,

CPR, CDR, Cost to Service, etc.).
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Sample MSRv

Rate Shock Cash FlowsPricing
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Whole Loan Valuation Process

1

• The PHOENIX Analytics desk thoroughly scrubs 

data for inconsistencies and/or inaccuracies and 

creates portfolio data stratifications

• The analyst is aware of the unique portfolio

characteristics before starting the valuation 

process, placing special consideration into each of 

these factors when assessing value

• Ensures that key valuation items related to the data

are not lost between the “tape cracker” and the

analyst

Data 

Scrub

2

• The reconciled and scrubbed portfolio is then 

loaded into our proprietary discounted cash flow 

model

• PHOENIX applies valuation assumptions consistent

with industry best practice and current market 

conditions

• The analytics desk leverages trade color from the 

PHOENIX whole loan trade desk, an active 

participant in the market, and incorporates market 

color from the client where applicable

• Quality assurance is performed at the portfolio and 

loan level

Portfolio 

Model

3

PHOENIX provides client with a fully customizable suite 

of valuation reports:

Valuation 

Results

1. Aggregated/loan level pricing

2. Detailed monthly cash flows

3. Stratification analysis

4

PHOENIX will work with the client to provide a robust, 

customized deliverable that meets their needs and can 

be provided to auditors, regulators, etc.

Deliverable
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Sample Whole Loan Valuation Reports

Description of Valuation Considerations

Walkthrough of the valuation process, description of

the subject loan portfolio, and an in-depth overview

of the loan-level assumptions and pricing scenario

Select Portfolio Stratifications

High-level portfolio stratifications to pinpoint risks and possible 

risk mitigation opportunities

Portfolio Valuation by Loan Cohort

Customizable to accommodate virtually any client reporting needs 

and provide full transparency into key modeling assumptions (Yield, 

CPR, CDR, Severity, etc.)
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Additional 

PHOENIX Services



MSR PRICING SERVICE (MSRP)

PHOENIX is now offering integration for live MSR pricing and risk metrics for new originations pipeline

With this service, customers are able to apply PHOENIX-derived values and risk metrics to MSR for purposes of mark-to-

market, hedging, best execution, pricing, capitalization, and bid purposes

Valuation assumptions can be customized to a company’s specific economic profile, which greatly improves

retain decisions versus released decision making

The granularity of pricing MSR on a loan-level basis offers many benefits over legacy valuation techniques like

static rate sheet pricing grids

Built within the Compass Analytics pipeline hedging platform or through an API-based valuation framework
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YOUR
TRUSTED
PARTNER

The premier advisor for MSR & 

Whole Loan Trading, Mortgage 

Services and Analytics.
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